Atomic-scale modeling of self-positioning GaAs-InAs nanostructures is performed. Curvature radius values obtained by the atomic-scale finite element method are compared with a continuum mechanics solution under plane strain conditions. Atomic-scale modeling and continuum mechanics solution predict same curvature radius for structures with large thickness. However, atomic-scale modeling shows significant decrease of the curvature radius for structures with thickness less than 40 nm. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Fabrication of nanoscale structures is attracting growing interest due to possibilities for creation of new nanodevices. One possible approach to nanofabrication is the use of self-positioning phenomenon of multilayer structures composed of materials with different lattice periods. [1] [2] [3] Various approaches have been applied to investigation of the self-positioning nanostructures including experimental research, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] analytical studies, [9] [10] [11] [12] and computational modeling. 13, 14 Previous analytical studies and computational finite element modeling were based on continuous medium relations and were not able to account for atomic-scale effects of the selfpositioning. It is of interest to investigate the self-positioning phenomenon at an atomic scale.
In this article, we apply an atomic-scale finite element method (AFEM) to modeling of hinged self-positioning nanostructures consisting of GaAs and InAs layers. Since these two materials have different lattice periods, a bi-layer strip is self-positioned into a circular-arc structure. In the AFEM, interactions of different atoms are characterized by interatomic potential functions, and atom displacements are found by solving the AFEM equation system of static equilibrium. Using the AFEM, we investigate dependence of a curvature radius of a hinged self-positioning structure on its thickness. Atomic-scale results are compared to a continuum mechanics solution.
II. ATOMIC-SCALE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Equilibrium equations of the atomic-scale finite element method are based on minimization of energy of an atomic system. Approximation of energy around an initial configuration and its subsequent minimization leads to a global AFEM equation system 15, 16 of the following form:
where K is a global stiffness matrix, u is a displacement vector, and f is a load (force) vector. In the AFEM, the global stiffness matrix K and the load vector f are composed of second and first derivatives of the system energy with respect to atom positions:
where E is the total energy of the atomic system, n is a number of atoms (AFEM nodes), and x i is the coordinate vector of an i-th atom. As long as the problem is to find the static equilibrium configuration of atomic bonds without external loads, total energy E is replaced by a potential energy. A potential energy function should be twice differentiable in order to be applicable to AFEM formulation. Two-atom interaction potential like the Lennard-Jones model is easier to differentiate, but multi-atom interatomic potentials [17] [18] [19] [20] usually better describe atomic systems. In the two-atom interatomic potential model, taking into account just nearest neighbour bond connection suffices. Multi-atom potential models consider effect of second nearest neighbour atoms.
In the AFEM, local atom contributions are assembled into a global equation system consisting of a global stiffness matrix (2) and a global force vector (3). After assembly, atom displacements are obtained by solution of the global equation system (1) with (2) and (3) for the initial system configuration. Then the equation system is constructed for the next configuration. This procedure continues until some convergence criteria is satisfied or a specified number of iterations is performed.
III. INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL FUNCTION
GaAs and InAs crystals are used in the microelectronic industry. Both GaAs and InAs are zincblende crystalline structures. 21 Although the Brenner potential model has been successfully applied to carbon nanotubes, its parameters for Indium, Gallium, and Arsenide systems are not available. Another empirical potential energy model with parameters available for our purpose has been proposed by Tersoff. 19, 20 In the Tersoff model, total potential energy E is given by the following function:
where E i is the potential energy of atom i, V ij the potential energy of a bond i-j, r ij the distance from atom i to atom j, f C the cut-off function to disregard effects from distant atoms, f R a reactive component, f A an attractive component, and b ij a bonding term to represent multi-atom interaction effects characterized by bonding angles. Appearance of the potential function (4) is slightly different from the original Tersoff potential function due to subsequent parametrization by Nordlund et al 22 for Indium, Gallium and Arsenide systems. The parameter values for Indium, Gallium, and Arsenide systems are listed in table 1. 
The parameters obtained by Nordlund et al correspond to basic elastic and melting crystal properties. They were developed for investigation of damage between Si/Ge and AlAs/GaAs and InAs/GaAs interfaces. It was noted that the parameters should be used with care for other purposes. So we performed several tests to confirm parameter suitability for our modeling of self-positioning structures.
The first test measured correspondence of elastic properties obtained using the Nordlund parameters to elastic properties known from the literature. The second test involved calculation of lattice parameters for GaAs and InAs and their comparison to known values.
Using the AFEM with Tersoff potential and Nordlund parameters, elastic properties of GaAs and InAs are estimated by applying an external load at the end of a specimen shaped into a thin rod along its longitudinal direction. Strain and stress are calculated at a position sufficiently far from the free end where external load is applied. Taking into account that the specimen is thin in transverse directions, Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν are determined by:
For a cubic crystal with axes aligned with cube edges, estimation of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio from constitutive tensor components C 11 and C 12 can be made as follows:
The lattice period is estimated at the center of cube structures consisting of several crystals in all directions. Elastic properties and lattice periods estimated by the AFEM modeling for GaAs and InAs are compared with experimental values 23 in table 2. 23 A maximum difference of 5% is observed for Young's modulus of GaAs, but in general the correspondence of estimated elastic properties to their experimental values is acceptable. Estimated lattice periods are in very good agreement with experimental values. We therefore consider the AFEM with Tersoff potential and parameters developed by Nordlund suitable for simulation of the atomic behaviour of nanostructures composed of GaAs and InAs.
IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION
A self-positioning problem schematic is depicted in figure 2 (the atomic model consists of zincblende crystal units shown in figure 1 . It comprises two layers. The lower layer is composed of InAs and has c zincblende unit crystals in the thickness direction, where c is a problem size parameter. The GaAs upper material layer has 3c zincblende unit crystals in thickness direction. The number of crystals in the length direction of the self-positioning specimen is set to 16c unit crystals. Displacement boundary conditions are applied to the model in order to fix it in space and to make its width infinite. Displacements of atoms on the plane x = 0 are set to zero. A periodic boundary condition is applied in z direction to imitate infinite width corresponding to plane strain conditions.
Since the lattice period of InAs is larger than that of GaAs (as seen in the last row of table 2, the equilibrium configuration of the structure after self-positioning approximates circular arc with center on positive y axis.
y (thickness)
x (length) z (width) An AFEM computer program was developed using the C++ programming language. Sparse linear systems with numbers of equations equal to three times the number of atoms are solved by the direct LDU decomposition method and by the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method.
Numerical calculations were performed on a computer equipped with Pentium 4 3.4 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. The LDU direct solution algorithm cannot be applied to systems larger than c = 8 due to memory restrictions, so we employed a PCG iterative solver for problems with c > 8. Usually, it is necessary to perform 8-10 steps to achieve equilibrium of the atomic structure.
To reduce computing time, the initial configuration of atoms in bi-layer structures was determined according to the curvature radius given by continuum mechanics solution under ordinary plane strain conditions:
where E i , ν i , t i , and ε 0 i are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, thickness, and initial lattice mismatching strain, respectively. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote material layers. The curvature radius R corresponds to a neutral layer. Location of the neutral layer y b is determined by a condition of zero force due to bending fraction of stress σ x , and it can be calculated as:
Definition of thickness for structures consisting of just a few crystal layers in the thickness direction should be done with care when calculating curvature radius using an analytical technique. It is appropriate to add some offset equal to a 'radius' of an atom at each free surface. While adding such an offset is not critical for thick structures, it can be important for problems with small a number of crystals in y direction. If we adopt half of the atom connectivity length as an offset, then for zincblende crystal structures the offset is equal to √ 3a/8, where a is a lattice period. Corresponding offsets are 0.1224 nm for GaAs and 0.1425 nm for InAs.
Initial strains ε 0 i in equation (7) are determined by initial (a 0 ) and material-specific lattice period (a i ) as:
We determined the initial lattice period for the bi-layer system using a weighted linear interpolation of GaAs and InAs specific lattice periods:
where n 1 and n 2 are number of crystals in each InAs and GaAs layer. Therefore, a 0 is assumed to be 0.57546 nm in our problem.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The developed AFEM computer program was used to obtain shapes of bi-layer atomic structures with c = 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 after self-positioning. Problems with c = 1, 2, 4, and 8 were solved with full loading application to minimize residuals, but larger systems require additional loading subdivisions due to large deformations. In order to minimize computing time for large systems, better initial configuration is estimated using extrapolation of the previously obtained results from smaller problems. We compare the AFEM solution of curvature radius with the continuum mechanics solution under plane strain conditions. In the continuum mechanics solution, elastic properties estimated by the AFEM on the tensile rod model are used (see table 2 ). Curvature radius values from the AFEM solution at the top, neutral layer, and bottom of the structures are calculated by taking three neighbour nodes along the x direction to fit a circle at each y level. The neutral layer is located at 0.54 of the thickness from the bottom of the structure in our problems. Figure 3 shows the final shape of an atomic model after self-positioning in case of c = 1 crystal size, totally four unit crystals in the y direction. Analysis reveals that spacing of atoms is smaller in GaAs and larger in InAs, and that the free end is not straight along local thickness direction, due to expansion in the lower layer and compression in the top layer.
For the material properties and thickness, of our study, the structure thickness is comparable with the curvature radius. Curvature radius values differ by about 10% at the top and at the bottom of the structures. Since the continuum mechanics solution is related to the neutral layer, analytical estimation of curvature radius at the top and at the bottom are calculated by subtracting and adding corresponding distances. Table 3 shows the ratio of the curvature radius R to the thickness t obtained by the AFEM modeling and by continuum mechanics solution at the top, neutral layer, and bottom of the nanostructure. The results show that the AFEM solution approaches to the continuum mechanics solution as problem size increases. In order to estimate convergence of the curvature radius with thickness increase, least square fits of the obtained seven numerical solutions at the top, neutral layer, and bottom of the structures are performed using power function R(c) = α 1 (α 2 c + α 3 )
−β + γ, where c indicates size of the atomic system as shown in figure 2, and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , β, and γ are parameters found by least square fit, where γ corresponds to converged value for infinite number of crystal layers. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the curvature radius determined by the AFEM and the continuum mechanics solution at the neutral layer of the structure with varying thickness.
Least square fits indicate that the relative difference of curvature radius converges to 0.18% at the top, 0.33% at the neutral layer, and 0.48% at the bottom for an infinite number of atomic layers. For the biggest problem we investigated (c = 24), the difference is −0.74% for the neutral layer. So, the AFEM and continuum mechanics solution are in quite good agreement for large thickness. The difference between atomic-scale and continuum mechnics curvature radius increases with reduction of the structure thickness. This difference is −18.4% for c = 1, corresponding to four unit crystals in the thickness direction and thickness 2.6 nm. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The atomic-scale finite element method (AFEM) is used for modeling self-positioning of bilayer structures consisting of GaAs and InAs. Tersoff potential energy function with Nordlund parameters is employed to characterize interatomic interactions. Dependence of the curvature radius of the bi-layer structure on its thickness was investigated on atomic models with number of atoms varying from 1106 to 591746. Using the Tersoff potential function which corresponds to elastic properties, our AFEM modeling predicts same curvature radius as a continuum mechanics solution for self-positioning structures with large thickness (more than 100 nm). For thin structures with thickness less than 40 nm, effect of curvature radius decrease predicted by atomic-scale modeling should be taken into account.
